
LIVE EDGE FURNITURE  

Live edge furniture are intrinsically natural wood travertine furniture which are delineate closely by 
getting the inspiration by nature as its natural look is preserved as live edge or the raw look furniture 
are beguiling addition to any home. It’s a grade apart from the conventional pattern of the wood works, 
artists indulge in. A special challenge wherein the use of the woods is mainly centered on the Mesquite 
wood. The live edge furniture are created very creatively by cutting the logs into slabs, where the entire 
slab is used leaving the natural edge only the bark is removed, great endeavor are put in to make it more 
soulful and giving a complete longevity. The craftsmen leaves no stone unturned creating furniture 
sheen that frames the complex texture and colors underneath.  

  

Origin  

A trend descending with the blend of chic “western” and charming “rustic”. A style with rising as the 
migrants, in the quest of establishing themselves in seventeenth century America, opted for hatching 
up pieces of furniture from basic, raw chunks of unrefined wood. As the trends embarked in a journey, 
it reflected the fashion evolution alongside highlighting the changing demands of the population, hinting 
at their elevated sense of styling. From ranging patterns of floral and geometry to rich textures of fur 
and leather the home décor industry voyaged miles. Rising to vogue like a shining star, the escalating 
popularity of the live edge mid- century modern furniture has garnered attention of designers and 
customers alike.  



Live-edge@Mexports  

Live-edge tables are hi-end as the original gnarled appearance of the edge of a tree beneath its bark is 
not sawed off characterizing the end product with a raw look. These hunk are used for table tops. Live 
edge or natural edge is a style of furniture where our artisans incorporates the natural edge of the wood 
into prototype piece. Fitfully we leave the natural holes and cracks in the wood while at times we fill 
them with resins.  

In live edge hunks, we maintain the natural beauty of the forest by preserving the tree in its 
circumferential entirety with the outer corners of the visible tree trunk. As the name depicts live edge 
spirit of the wood is kept “alive” and the edges are left untouched glorifying the natural tones. The 
traditional technique of sculpturing the wooden slab to a refined and smooth texture has been jilted by 
adopting the style that keeps the natural elements intact honouring the wood’s beauty.  

  

Phenomenally Live edge is extremely diverse, for the creative mind, as one can fabricate enormous 
creative things with it. Ample of variations can be done in doors, chairs, tables, benches, mantles, and 
countertops. At Mexports Ms Molina designs exclusive live edge wood for desks, different table tops, 
magazine tables and coffee tables the list is endless.  

Whilst it comes to stylin’ live edge wood is the ace one can grab. Each piece of lumber has its own unique 
original style that has not been tampered. The uniqueness becomes even more manifest when looking 
at distinct types of lumber especially Mesquite Wood. Western Chic appreciate natural beauty, and a 
lover of nature, will definitely have a preference for Live Edge furniture.Most people would opt for the 
latter.  



Enduring live edge table is very versatile in style.The base is not the star of the show when using a live 
edge table, keep it simple as to not compete with the gorgeous top. Using a sleek metal base is a nice 
way to make the table a bit more contemporary, while using a wood base can make the table a more 
traditional rustic style”.  

The fringe benefit of live edge tables are that despite the fact that it can easily blend with any style in 
modern and contemporary spaces. Live edge furniture works well when you are trying to create a more 
traditional and intricate look.  

A well-executed furniture idea of designing can make it perpetual piece of furniture which never goes 
out of style and make home an epitome of beauty in poise and vogue. The furniture traces the owner’s 
whereabouts and lifestyle. Well created designs never fade to amaze the spectators as we all love to 
see the contemporary spin along with the high end craft. The modern and unique furniture stand for 
itself to gain the admiration. The live edge furniture are growing trend these days because of the quality 
uniqueness and sustainability it’s been worldwide acclaimed with grace.       

  

Couch potato love and admire the natural warm organic look because it retains the natural color and 
texture. It’s highly in demand as it highlights the natural characteristics of reclaimed wood  travertine 
exported from Texas there is no doubt that it leave an impressive mark on the patron ,which fits any 
home any style. Indoors and outdoors designs provides the perfect excuse to take a break and swing 
your heart’s content. It has exceptional craftsmanship style for contemporary home and commercial 
use, the beauty and elegance is spellbound .The intricately designs are one of its kind as well-crafted 
with premium high end quality with scrutiny considering it the maestro which chains the viewers as it 
has the cutting edge which personifies the perfect state of art in each creation by the skilled artisans at 
Mexports.  

Live edge furniture are incredibly unique and sophisticated due to it’s challenging raw edge look which 
is artistically created from the bark of lumber. Live edge style trend has heightened rapidly. It can be 
catch sighted worldwide. It’s quality, sustainability, and uniqueness will endure to make live edge 
furniture sought-after for years to come.  

Spanning from kitchen, bedroom, living and dining room these wood works are the articles of décor that 
just spruces and exalts the whole atmosphere of the room.  



Bedroom décor  

Rooting for the unconventional tones of the live edged furniture the bedroom can be garlanded with trend, 
giving the touch of aesthetic with a pinch of rustic and western. Distributing a muted theme or a vibrantly 
opulent touch by centralizing the piece of furniture be it the bed or the center table or the side table 
manufactured with the live edge styling. Embellishing the room in darker tones creating a rustic and 
Mediterranean overtone or customizing the space with shades articulating springy and lighter tones throwing 
light on the modern décor, the live edge furniture offers varieties.  

Kitchen décor  

The conventional setting of kitchen space revamps to the theme whispering richness and lavishness with the 
artsy wood work of the kitchen island toned with whims of natural knots and flaws celebrating the nature’s 
beauty. From the barstools to the counter tops the unorthodox style blends with the décor sprinkling just the 
right amount of luxury needed to glam up the space.  

The living room  

The fusion of rich opulence with warmth and cosiness is a trend that can never be perished and is the one dished 
out with the live edge wood works. The beauty of nature harnessing the statement look of rustic as well as chic 
speaks a language that breathes life into the surroundings. An inspiration garbed in old and new with the 
balanced touch of vintage, rustic and lived- in. From the coffee tables and occasional tables to the bar and 
console tables, these organic, sophisticated articles of décor laden your home with a spiced gloriousness that 
will harmonize to the tune of any theme spanning from modern to industrial to rich and vibrant. Customizing 
from muted tones ringing refinement and elegance to flamboyant eye catching theme, you can play the 
elements in your own tune.  

The dining space  

Notches away from the perfect symmetrical orthodox designs of the conventional styled dining room, the live 
edge themed furnishings brings in the added beauty of rawness and magnificence one desires. Featuring the 
aged, weathered appearance the live edged dining table conveys a versatility with its ability to adapt to diverse 
space. From the modern to industrial; from vintage to bohemian the live edged furniture showcase a range of 
diversity that remains unrivalled. The precise balance and blend of textures mark the step to fabricate the ideal 
look that is chic yet cosy with spice of luxury, never bearing that out of place feel.  

Open plan living room  

A theme which is becoming a norm, the open plan of the living sports a look of oneness by flaunting the living, 
dining and kitchen in a single setting. Opting for the eccentric and remarkable wood work of the live edged 
dining table the whole space is anchored by a distinct uniqueness. A patent statement that strikes the distinction 
between the three spaces without the assistance of rugs, walls and false ceilings. These state of art live edged 
furniture are statement pieces that asides from garnishing the space with an artistic opulence and affluent 
grandeur, casts light on the elevated style and growing awareness of the people with their exquisite choice 
lugged with true value and melody of nature.  


